Introduction {#Sec1}
============

We thank Plaksin, Kimmel, and Shoham for their correspondence regarding our 2012 article on the mechanism of infrared stimulation of excitable cells^[@CR1]^. In this study, we showed that the heating of cellular water by infrared light leads to an increase in the electrical capacitance of the cell membrane. This time-varying capacitance produces a current leading to membrane depolarization and generation of action potentials. Although our experimental findings were the primary focus of the paper and account for most of its impact to date, we also attempted to provide a theoretical explanation of how the membrane capacitance changes with temperature.

As Plaksin et al. point out in their accompanying correspondence, our theoretical explanation relied on the Genet et al.^[@CR2]^ model of the coupled double layer capacitance across the cell membrane. In adapting this model, we did not account for a difference between Genet's sign convention for transmembrane charge and what is typically used in electrophysiology studies. After correcting for this difference, it is clear that the suggested theory does not explain our experimental findings. Although the distribution of mobile charges on each side of the bilayer does change with temperature, the net effect of these changes is predicted to decrease, rather than increase, the apparent bilayer capacitance. Therefore, alternative theories are needed to provide a complete understanding of thermal stimulation. For example, Plaksin et al.^[@CR3]^ have proposed a complete theory that considers recent experimental measurements of bilayer thickness as a function of temperature^[@CR4]^.
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